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�. had this been considered?  The project licence holder advised that he was aware of that 
study and he had carefully considered the pros and cons of using anaesthesia but decided that 
the ability to prevent significant pain at th e time of treatment made it worthwhile.  

�x A query was raised about why treated mice could be kept for up to one year. It was explained 
that this would be the exception and that routinely mice would not be kept for 12 months. It 
was useful to have that option  though as sometimes just having short term experiments was 
not the best way forward and long term experiments were required.   

AWERB confirmed that they were happy with the aims of the project licence.  It was agreed that a 
revised copy of the project licence should be circulated to AWERB for a final review and approval.   

2 HARM BENEFIT ANALYSI S 
AWERB had been asked to review the ��Harm -Benefit Analysis (HBA) in animal -based research and 
testing���1�•�˜�Œ�ž�–�Ž�—�•�1�•�‘�Š�•�1�‘�Š�•�1�›�Ž�Œ�Ž�—�•�•�¢�1�‹�Ž�Ž�—�1�™�ž�‹�•�’�œ�‘�Ž�•�1�‹�¢�1���‘�Ž�1���—�’�–�Š�•�œ�1�’�—�1���Œ�’�Ž�—�Œ�Ž�1���˜�–�–�’�•�•�Ž�Ž�1�•�˜�1�œ�Ž�Ž�1�’�•�1
�•�‘�Ž�›�Ž�1� �Ž�›�Ž�1�Š�—�¢�1�˜�•�1�•�‘�Ž�1�›�Ž�™�˜�›�•���œ�1�›�Ž�Œ�˜�–�–�Ž�—�•�Š�•�’�˜�—�œ�1�•�‘at should be introduced at the College.  The report 
was clear that HBA should be an ongoing process, which continues throughout the life of a project 
licence and the work carried out under it rather than just considered at the beginning of a project 
licence.   

The aim of HBA was to help determine if the overall harm that would occur to the animals was 
justified by the benefits that were likely to be delivered as a result.  HBA should also be used 
throughout the project to direct efforts to reduce harms and maximise benefits during research and to 
help recognise at what point, a project, could no longer be ethically justified.  
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tour of the Units?  It was noted that there was more of a leaning now towards having virtual tours of 
units, in order to avoid stressing the animals through having strange people walking around the units.  
It was mentioned that there was an overseas PhD student currently at the College who was doing a 
project involving a Google camera so he could be approached to see if he could do smart clickable 
videos of the units.   

6.8 Item 6: Lab Animal Welfare Question (
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